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APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF LARGE DEFLECTIONS AND INITIAL TWIST ON
TORSIONAL STIH?NESS OF A CANTILEVER PLATE SU13JECrED TO TEIERMAL STRESSES ‘

By RICHARDR. 13ELDBNFELSsad Lours F. VOSTEDN

SUMMARY

An approximde ana.lpmkof the nonlinear e$tz% of h%al
twistand largedejlectwneon thetorsionulsti~iwx of a eanti.leuer
plate subjected to a nonuniform temperature di@@u&n h
pre8ented. The Von Kdrmitn largedg%ction equations are
8ati@?d through the use of a varimhrud principle. The
rew?ls show thd inittk.1tunkt and applied moments can have
signi$cant e~ects on the chumg~ in stifws prodwxl by non-
uniform hating, pwticu.?.arlyin the region of the bud%ng
temperatured<$eren.ee. &&dts cakdu.ted ~ this approximate
analy~is are in sat&@wtoryagreementwith meawxed toreiona.1
dejormaiicm and change in natural jreqwncy.

INTRODUCTION

One of the structural problems of high-peed flight is the
reduction of effective stiffness of structures due to the thermal
stresses produced by aerodynamic heating. A reduction in
torsional stifllmss can be an important factor in aeroelastic
problems as indicated in references 1 and 2. A similar
reduction in stiffness produced by thermal stresses pre-
sumably cnused the flutter and failures of some structural
models described in reference 3. A simple method for
calculating the reduction in torsional stiihmss of thin wings
is presented in reference 4. In referenee 5 the redt.a cd-

‘cnkted from a smalldet3ection plate theory are compared
with experimentally determined changes in the torsional
stifhss of a cantilever pIate rapidly heated along the
longitudinal edges. The theory used in referenee 5 predicted
the general effect of thermal stresses on the torsional stiilness,
as indicated by measurements of torsional deformation and
ckmges in natural frequency of vibration but overestimated
the magnitude of the changes.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of an
approximate analysis to show that the diflerenea between
theory and experiment noted in reference 5 are due to the
nonlinear effects of large deflections and initial deformations
not included in the smalldeflection analysis. The analytical
approach used to account for large deflections and initial
deformations is presented, the general signifksnce of the
results is discussed, and calculated values are compared with
the experimental data of reference 5.
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SYMBOLS

plate length in -direction
coefficients of seriw expansion

deflection
half-plate width in y-direction
coeilicient of stress function

for plate

modulus of eksticitv .
stress function defining str~ distribution in

plate
selected functions of x and y
values obtained from definite integrals
torsional stiffnes9
torsional stiffxwsa of flat, unstressed plate
incremental torsionsl stiilnes-s
initial incremental torsional stiffness before

heating
minimum incremental tomiomd stiffness
nondimensional moment
applied moment (positive in direction of

positive twist)
pressure
plate thickness
temperature
particular temperature diilerence
critic.al vake of AT
totaI plate deflection
initial plate deflection
coordinate axes
coeiiicient of thermal expansion
smalI dynamic perturbation
exponential parameter of temperature dis-

tribution function
twist at plate tip
initial twist at plate tip
temperature ratio, A~JA~.
vrdue of X corresponding to A(@_)=f@
Poisson’s ratio
density
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Trv
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P

Pi
cd

Wo
Wf

%in

V*

normal strmws in plfihe of plate in x-
and y-directions, respectively, positive
for tension

shear stress in plane of plate
time
nondimensional twist
initial nondimensional twist
circular frequency
circular frequency of unheated perfect plate
initial circular frequency
miniium circukw frequency

MTerentinl operator, ~+~

dit7erential operator, ~+2 &+$

Double dot indicates second derivative with respect to
time.

ANALYSLS

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The studim presented herein are primarily concerned with
the twist of a uniformly thick rectangular cantilever plate
shown in figure 1. The equations are derived to consider the
effects of initial twist, applied moments, and thermrd stresses
on the tomional deformations. and natural frequencies of
plates. The analysis involves an approximate solution of
the Von K&rmAn large-deflection equations which have been
modified to include the effects of initial imperfections and
nonuniform temperature distributions. The modified equa-
tions are (from ref. 6)

[)

t% 2 ZPwa% b%, 2 ; &w, Ww,V4F=–Ea vT+E (~
()

.—— —
a39 ~ ax* a9 w–1

(la)

where F is the stress function such that

“’=$
(2a)

FIGURE I.—Dimensions and coordinate system of oantiiever plate.

a%F

“’=w (m)

?PF——
‘“= ar~ (2C’)

Equation (la) is the differential equation for compatibility
in the plane of the plate and equation (lb) is the ilitTmmtinl
equation for equilibrium of forces acting perpenclicuhm to tlm
plane of the plate. The solution of equations (1), subject to
the proper boundary conditions on the deflections and
stresses, describes the behavior of the plate under the applied
loads p and the temperature distribution T. For the purpose
of this paper the assumption is made that no external lends
are applied in the plane of the plate so that the inpkme
stresses defined by the stress function F are zero at tlm frm
boundaries (stress-free edges). Equations (1) apply to both
the dynamic and the static problem if p includes the dynamic
loads as well as static loads.

APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS

Exact solutions of the Von Kfirrmin large-deflection equn-
tions are diflkult to obtain, but approximate solutions can be
obtained to any desired accuracy by several methods, For
the analysis herein equations (1) will be satisfied through the
use of the foIIowing variatiomd principIe:

This principle is essentially a particularization of one given
by Reissner (ref. 7) and also has been modMed to include ,tbo
effects of initiil deformations and a nonuniform tempcwatum
distribution. The deflection w must satisfy the geometrical
boundary conditions, that is, the conditions imposed on slopes
and deflections. Variation of equation (3) with respect to I’
yields equation (la) and the associated natural boundary
conditions, and variation with respect to w yields equntion
(lb) and the associated natural boundary conditions.

The following assumptions for strew, deflection, and tem-
perature are made;

F= Cf,

W=tx?$

Wf= bt7&

T=A~a I

(4)
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where the stress coefficient C and the tip twist o are to be
determined by menus of the variational principle. The func-
tionsjl,$i, ~nd.fa, the initial tip twist 6t, and the temperature
coefficient AT am presumed to be lmown. Selection of these
quantitiw is discussed in appendix A. It should be noted
here that, although the temperature distribution is considered
to vary with time, the shapes of the plate deflection and of
the stress function are nssnmed to remain constant during
hrntiug or loading.

The unknown coefficient of the stress function Cis obtained
by substituting equations (4) into equation (3) and taking the
vnrintion with respect to C. The result is

()
C=–Ea AT : +Eb’{@–t??) (;) (5)

where

“=ssf’(%+%)ti”
m

T1~erelntion between the twist, the load, and the tempera-
turc is obtained by performing the variation on equation (3)
with respect to the twist o with C held constant. The
resulting relationship is

Db’(@–0i)14+2tC6’OIS–6
SS

pft dx dy=O (9)

where

The pressure loading p now will be considered to consist of
a ata~ic loading p. and a dynamic or inertia loading pt$ so that

p=p,– @ G (11)-

For this analysis the lateral static load p. will be restricted
to two cqurd concentrated loads P applied at the corners
x=a, y= &b in such a wry as to form a couple about the
x-mis. Then

SS
Pftdxdy=i;Irptbi16 (12)

where

Js
1,= ~(r–a) [fi@-b) –&@+ b)]f,dzdy (13)

Ss
I,= f%’dx dy (14)

M=2bP (15)

and 6 is the Dirac delta function.
If the value of C? from equation (5) is substituted into

equation (9) and the terms are rearranged, the multing
expr=ion is

which giv= the relationship between twist, applied moment,
inertia loading, and temperature.

DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS

It is convenient to debe certain pararnetem which can be
obt~ined from equation (16) when the large-deflection effects
are neglected and the initial twist 6i is O. Then, from
equation (16)

If the plate is not vibrating and no loads are applied, the
critical, or buckling, temperature difference is obtained from
equation (17) as

AT = D III.——
u 2Eat IJ3 (1s)

Similarly, when the plate is not vibrating and the tempera-
ture is uniform (AT=O) but the load is acting, the moment-
twist relation is given by

‘=(%0 (19)

w-here (QJ)O is the torsionrd stitlness of “‘ “ “ ‘ “ - ‘

I
@J)o=2ab’D~

In the absenca of heating and loading
found to be

me nat plate green ~y

(20)

the frequency ma-y be

(21)

When equations (18), (19), (20), and (21) are substituted
into equation (16) the result may be written as

II a “nondimemiond” twist is defined so that

along -ivith a nondimensional moment

‘=%+%%

(23)

(24)
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and a temperature ratio
AT

‘= AT.
(25)

equation (22) may be written simply as

r~i=~+b-~ (d—d —; @ (26)
.

APPLICATION TO STATIC PROBLEM

The relationship between twist, moment, and temperature
.

is given by equation (26) when the dynamic term ~ @ is O.

Equation (26) then becomes

p—wi=m+xw— P(@—wi9

The increment al stifln- of the plate, deiined as
change of moment with respect to twist, is given

A(@~ a hM—_
(W). =X

or, from equation (27),

.

(27)

the rate of
by

(2s)

APPIJCATION TO DYNAMIC PROBLBM

In order to determine the effect of temperature, moment,
and initial twist on the natural hquency of torsional
vibration, the quantity P in equation (26) is replaced by
p+ ● sin w where p is considered to be the static solution
obtained from equation (27) and e represents a small dy-
namic perturbation about the static equilibrium position.
Subtracting equation (27) km the perturbated relation,
neglecting highex order terms in ●, and dividing by e sin CM
yields

The frequency may then be written in terms of the twist
and temperature as

(29)

which is identical to the incremental stitlness (eq. (28)).
This identi~ results from assuming similar deflection mode
shapes for thermal buckling, twist due to applied moment,
and torsional vibration and would not be expected to apply
if the mode shap~ involved were diflerent.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GENERALRBSIJLmOFEQUA~ONS

The behavior of the plate as determined by equation (26)
is discussed in the following sections for several combinations
of conditions. In most cases the calculations include large
values of initial twist and applied moment and have been
carried well into the region where the temperature diilerence -
AT exceeds the criticfd value. Although some of the results

may be beyond the range for which
these results have been presented
tid.i~ted by the equations despite

the analysis is accurate,
to illustrate the trends
the fact that they may

not be quantitatively correct in some regions.
Twisting dualo an applied moment.—The twisting of the

plate due to an applied moment is given by equation (27) if
the temperature ratio k is set equal to O. The results from
this expression are presented in figure 2 for various values of
the initial twist.

In @ure 2, small-deflection results would plot as lines at
45° to the coordinate axes. The largedeflection results
become increasingly diilerent as the moment or initial twist
is increased and indicate that the plate becomes substan-
tially stifler as the twist is increased.

Buckling due to nonuniform heati.ng,-The twist of tho
plate (assuming that the buckling mode is a twisting action)
is given by equation (27) when the moment m is O; for tlm
initially flat plate pi would dso be O. The initially flat, or
perfect, plate begins to deform only after the critical tem-
perature di.%rence is reached, whereas, as indicated by
equation (27), the plate with initial twist begins to deform
immediately upon heating. The results obtained from
evaluation of equation (27) are given in figure 3 for sevcmd
values of the initial twist.

If the initkd twist is large, a plot of twist against temper-
ature ratio, like figure 3, does not give an accurata indic~tion
of the buckling temperature. Only if the initial twist is
small is there a deiinite knee in the curve as the buckling
temperature is approached, but this knee occurs below tho
buckling temperature of the perfect plate.

Combined action of applied moment and nonuniform
heating.-Equation (27) applies directly to this case but
may be more conveniently written as

q—(o’-~’$c+$o(+--$~ )=o=o (30)

I

m

)

l?mmw 2.—Cal0ulatedtwist as a funotion of applied moment for
‘ several values of the initial twist.
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FIGURE 3.-Cakulated twist as a funotion of temperature ratio for
several value9 of initial twist.

where
P’=qi+m (31a)

and
L’=x– (m2+2?np*) (31b)

Equation (30) now has the same form as equation {27) when
m is set equsl to O. The results plotted in figure 3 then apply
to this case also if q, is replaced by q’ and x by A’. The
moment then effectively acts the same as an initial twist
if the temperature ratio is reduced by the quantity m’+2mpf.

In figure 4 the relation between moment and twist has
been indicnted for two values of initial twist and several
values of k, These curves show the characteristic increase
in stiihess as the twist increases but also show a reduction
in stiflness as the temperature ratio incresses. These changes
in stiflncm are examined further in the following section.
The portions of the curves where the slope is negative have
been shown as dashed Iines and are regions of unstable
equilibrium which would not exist in the ph~ical problem.
The unstable portion of the curve ~ts whenever
h+ p;- 3#> 1.

Frequency and incremental stiffness.-b has been noted,
the square of the frequency ratio (eq. (29)) varies in the
same manner as the incremental stiffness (eq. (28)) and,
therefore, any of the following discussion pertaining to
stiffness applies directly to the square of the frequency.
Also, the iigures which are presented for the incremental
stiEness have been labeled with the square of the frequency
ratio as well as with the stiflness ratio.

The variation in incremental stiffness with tempemture
given by equation (28) is shown in figure 5 for several values
of initial twist when m is equal to O. The results show that,
when the perfect plate is heated, the stiflness decreases
linearly as the thermal streiwes develop and becomes zero

I
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??murm4.—CaloUlatitwistasa funotion of applied moment for
several oombinationa of temperature ratio ~d initial twist.
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l?mvm 5.—Caloulateclinorementa3stHness as a function of tempera-
ture ratio for several values of initial twkL

when the buckIing temperature difference is reached
Further heating causes the plate to twist and the twisting
in turn leads to an increase in stiilnw at a rate twice that
of the initial decresse.

If the plate has an initial twist, the heating causes the
twist to increase as the heating progresses. This twist leads
to an increase in sti.flnws that tends to counteract the reduc-
tion produced by thermal stress= and, ss a result,the
stiffness h% decreas= and then increases without going
to zero. The points of mi@num stfiess occur at temper-
atures lower than the buckling temperature. The locus
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of points of minimum stiffnes has been indicated in figure
5 by the dashed line. If the initial twist is sufficiently
large, the stiffness does not decrease but increases with
heating.

When a moment is applied to the plate, figure 5 will
indicate the incremental stiffness of the plate if pi is replaced
by # and A by X’ (as defined by eqs. (31a) and (31b)).

The locus of points where the incremental stitlnes is a
minimum is given by the equations

or

A (QJ_hnf,Gz(1—L,.—+)

(QJ)O

(32)

(33)

(34)

Equations (33) and (34) show that the nonuniform heating
will increase the stiffnees of the plate if the initial twist is
geater than that given by

The initial increment al stitln= of the plate is given by
equation (28) when A is O. The ratio of the minimum to
the initial incremental stiffness therefore may be written as

(35)

Some results from equation (35) have been plotted in figure
6. This ligure indicates that small changes in the initial
twist may cause large changes in the minimum incremental
stiffness. The effects of applied moment are again similar
to those of initial twist and certain combinations of the two
can lead to drastic stiflness chang~. For negative values
of 91 the curves would be similar, with the stMness ratio
going to zero whenever W= —m.

COBfPARISON WITH EXPERIN~NT

Results calculated with the previously derived equations
are compared in the following sections with the experimental
results report ed in reference 5. The results given in reference
5 are for a square cantilever plate which was heated along
the two longitudinal edges by carbon-rod radiatom. Typical
temperature histories of points on the heated edge and on
the longitudinal cent er line are given in figure 7. Heat
was supplied to the plate edges for 16 seconds; then the
plate was allowed to cool. The deformations of the plate
under the influence of nonuniform heating were detemnined
for the conditions of no load and applied positive and
negative tip moments. The changes in natural frequency
of the first torsion mode were also measured during a hWing
test. J

The eqnwe.sions used in reference 5 for stresses, deflec-
tions, and temperature me retained ewapt that herein only

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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FrQURE6.—Calcalated ratio of minimum inoremontal atiin~ to
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values of applied moment.
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FImmm 7.—Meaaurod temperature histories for rLheated edge and
the oenter line of the plate teat speohnen.

three terms are used for the deflections. In nondimensional
form th;se expressions are

f,=[(&]2[&l]’ (36)

,,J[(2+4:)+4:)’I
1+A1+A2

(37)

mid

j3=@f (3s)
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The function jl satisfiea the condition of zero stress on the
frea edges and j~ specifies zero slope and deflection along
the root. The two undetermined coefficients of equation
(37) are established from the smal.ldeflection buckling
analysis and carried through the large-deflection analysis as
constants. Their values are given in appendix A along with
data on the influonca of the number of terms in the deflec-
tion function on the accurac’y with which the buckling
tempcmture difference, natural frequency, and ratio of twist
to rm applied moment can be calculated. The exponential
parameter ~ of the temperature function is adjusted to
nppro.simate the variation in the temperature distribution
during a test.

The numerical evaluation of the integrals and related
functions required for comparison of theory and experiment
me given in appendix B.

Initial plate shape. —The initial shape of the plate of
reference 5 was measured and is indicated in fi~re 8. IrL
the selection of w value of initial twist, the higher order
shapes (which are unlikely to have much Muence on the
twisting) hrwe been ignored. The free cornem were con-
nected by a straight line in order to obtain a value of initial
twist of 8{=0.350 which was used for comparison of theory
rmd mperiment.

Twist due to an applied moment.—The deformations
resulting from heating for three values of applied tip moment
me presented in figure 9 and compared with curves calculated
by use of a value of 8,=0.35°. The agreement between
theory and experiment is satisfactory, although the theory
overestimates the twkt in the vicinity of the maximum
temperature difference (about 16 seconds). No theoretical
results am presented past 20 seconds because, beyond this
time, the actual temperature distribution cannot be repre-
sent ecl very well by the one-parameter temperature function.

Another comparison of measured and calculated deforma-
tions is shown in @me 10 where the absciasa is the tempera-
ture difference instead of time. Because the shape of the
temperature distribution changes with time, the portion of
the curve for decreasing AT do= not retrace the heating
portion.

Natural frequenoy,-The changes in natural frequency
during a heating test are shown in figure 11 and compared

.31 I I I 1
-lo -5 0 5 10

y,“n

l?mmm 8.—Initial shape of plde test speoimen.
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Fmwas 11.—C%mparfson of measured and oaloulated values of fre-
quenoy ratio as a funotion of tiie for the rapidly heated plate.

with a calculated curve for 0i=0.350 and with the smaU-
deflection results of referenca 5. The results calculated by
the use of the large-deflection equations are in good agree-
ment with experimental values and account for the frequency
increase measured in the vicinity of the buckling temperature.
A substantial improvement is noted over the predictions of
smalldeflection theory. In figure 12 the frequency ratio
is shown as a function of temperature Werence.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An approximate analysis of the effects of initial twist and
large deflections on the torsional stifTness of a eantiletier
plate subjected to nonuniform heatipg shows that for a
perfectly flat plate the effective stiffness, and thus the
torsionfd frequency, decreases with increasing thermal
stress, just as predicted by small-deflection theory, and
goes to zero when the buckling temperature diilerence is
reached. Beyond the buckling temperature, however, the
stiffness, and thus the h-equency, increases as the plate
twists. If the plate has an initial twist, it begins to deform
immediately upon heating and the stiflness decreases in
much the same way as that of the perfect plate. The incre-
mental stifhss of the initially twisted plate, however,
renches a minimum greater than zero before the theoreticxd
buckling temperature diflerenee is reached; further heating
then increases the stifhess. The minimum incremental
stitl!ness is a function of the initial twist and: if the initial

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

.25

0 50 100 150 200 2
ACT

0

FIGURE 12.—Compwison of measured and oaloulated values of the
frequenoy ratio a9 a funotion of temperature Wference.

twist is sticiently large, no reductions in stiibss are
obtained “and nonunifom heating then always increases
the stifl%ess.

These results for stiilrwss changes associated with the
toraiomd frequency are also applicable to the stiflness of

‘the plate with respect to small changes in the applied
moment. In this ease the applied moment has an effect
similar to the effect of an initial twist. If the applied moment
exactly counteracts the initial twist, the plote behaves in
much the same way as the perfect plate.

Calculated results were compared with available experi-
mental data and were found to be in satisfactory agreement
in tiew of the approximate nature of the calculations.

t

LANGLEY hRONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

3NATIONAL ADVISORY ComrrrE D FOR Jk3RoNAmICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., May 15,1967.



APPENDlx

DISCUSSION OF MODAL FUNCTIONS

In the. analysis of the torsional deformations of the
cantilever plate by smalkleflection theory, a deflection
function containing Sk terms antisymmetrical in the co-
ordhmte y was used. The function (eq. (8) in ref. 5) is

w= A,&+ A14ti9+A&+AzH+A& +AM$? (-W

The effect of various combinfitions of terms on the cd-
cuhted critical temperature difkence, torsional frequency,
and moment-twist relation wss investigated for a square
cantilever plate (a/b=2) by use of the small-deflection theory
of reference 5. The following table shows the results obtained
by starting with a single term Al, and then progr=ing
through oth~r combinations to six terms:

I Termsuwi IA2’.

I
&

I
M

7z- E -7 I

Act--. -- . . . . . ..-- .. . ..-. - . . . . . . . . . . . ml 9 In: 0: gulv
AIi, AB—-------------------------------- .5& ~3 -m
Ax% A= h------------------------------
An, An, .-h, &_.. _..-. -------------- .57.2 ~; .278
AIX Am Aiz At4 AN, &---------------- H3.o .273

where K1 and K1 represent constants that include the plate
dimensions and material properties.

Inasmuch as the tabulated values here obtainedfrom an
~ppkation of the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, the lowest
value is the most accurate. The use of six terms improves
the accuracy less than 2 percent over three terms and,
consequently, is not worth the extra complication. The
large-deflection analysis thus can be made by use of only
three terms. The deflection function is nondimensiomdized
for this analysis and exprex.ed in the form

,2J[(Y+AI(:)+A@’1(&4
l+AI+AZ

The rel~tive vd.ws of these coefficients for the conditions
given in the preceding table were obtained from the small;
deflection analysis of reference 5 for the square cantilever
plate (a/b=2) with the following results:

Tlumml buc!dlng0.=1, +J=U)-------------- 4.6! –6.7s 214
Tor5iorteJ vlbmtkmQ.=0, ufa=I)_______ -4. (H
Ap@led monwt (A-O)------------------------ R –201 ;;
AswIM moment@= O@--------------------- a 10 –a m .

The variation of js with z/a for these four conditions h=
been plotted in f@re 13. The table indicates 8 tide varia-
tion in the relative values of the coefficients but the plotted

A

USEDlN THE ANALYSIS

1.00

Ttmml MlckJirq-----

.75

TG7SiaiulVitwotion-.

f2

.50
‘-@@d ITIOMCslt>A=CI

I-mTent, .k=o.5. .

*
.75 I.(

l?mmm 13.—Comparisan of deileoted shapes for thermrd buokling,
torsional vibration, and twkt due to an applied moment aa given by
.srmd14efleotion theory.

data show that the deflection shapes are all approximately
the same. Then, so long as the calculations are used to
indicate changes from the initial conditions, my of the
modes indicated should be satisfactory.

In addition to the deflection function of equation (A2),
a stress function add a temperature function are required in
the analysis and haye been selected to correspond to those of
reference 5. For convenience, the functions are espressed
in nondimensional form as follows:

“=[(y-mwl’

f+y

(A3)

(A4)

The exponent f must be selected to describe best the meas-
ured temperature distribution at the time of interest. Note
that equation (A4) requires that the specitled temperature
di.ilerence AT be the dHerence between temperatures at the
heated edges and the longitudinal center line. The func-
tion~l has been chosen so that the stresses vanish on the free
boundaries. Along the root (z=O) the function requires
that the plate be free to espand parallel to the y-axis.
Although this requirement does not indicate a “built-in”
condition, it probably resembles the actual test condition.
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APPENDIX

EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS AND

Tim integrals indicated in the analysis have been evaluated
in terms of the plate dimensions and the nondimensional’
functions given in appendix A. The integrals me as follows:

“=JJXW+(W2’W+

(’2’1 )7d’’”=(%7$P(fY+4(f)+71‘(1+P) ~x’w

(W)

by, W1 A dy=~f ~r+3)*(r+l)

“=ll’’(=+m)
(B2)

“=~~~*~[%(~~+~(%~-2%~$] “V

128

(
~+A&+~$+g+A+)‘l%b (l+AI+A,)Z 105 A

033)

“=IJ:b[(%)+(%Y+2’(%#)+

2(1-’%%)1 [
5+8A,’+d@=a3(1+;,+A,)s 3

3~+24A,A,+2(l-J ~* A,’+8A,+— a.f8
()(

~+

18A? 32A?
~+— 3US A,A,~ +fi’l+~+s )1

(B’)

SS
I,= a bc$(z-af) [3@—b)—~@+6)]ff dydz=2 (B5)

o -b

SS

b

16= a _,f,’dy dz= 3(~+~:+A~, (~+$~+$+
o

2A. AIA.
~+ ~“

)
(B6)

For the square cantilever plate (a/6=2) and the vrduea of
AI rmd A2 given in appendix A for the thermal-buckling
mode, the iutegrnls II to Ia reduce to the following when
Poisson’s ratio P equals 0.33:

()
I,= ~ ‘~ @17)

256 r
1’== (~+3) (~+ 1)

(B8)

1.520Ia=T (139)

002

B

RELATED FUNCTIONS

14–9.;~7 (B1o)

The integrals IG and 16 have not been included but me
dscuwed subsequently.

The critical temperature difforenee givrm by equntion (18)
then becomes

AT,,=18.5 ~
[

(r+l) (r+3)
r 1

(J311)

The twist and applied mommt ate related to their cor-
responding nondimensional quantities by equations (23) and
(24) and may now be espressed m

J_- Etaf
fO=o.035e ~

r

Ma _Eta%
“0.03~ D

(B12)

(B13)

Use of the thermal-buckling mode yields incorrect Yaks
for the natural frequency and the twist due to applied
moment. In addition, the measured values differ slightly
from the correct calculated values as D result of the im-
perfect clamping at the root of the cantilever plate. For
these reasons, the mensured initird valuea of torsional fre-
quency rmd twist due to an applied moment are used in tho
calculations and the changes produced by the heating cycle
nre calculated from the following equntions:

(B16)

The integrals 1, and 16 are needed only to calculate the
initial natural frequency and twist due to applied mommt
and, thus, have not been evaluated for the mode shnpe of
thermal buckling.

In the cdculntions, results of which are presented in
@urea 9, 10, 11, and 12, the following quantities wore used:

E=1O.6X 10Epsi
~=1’.8X 1o-” ‘~1

p=o.33
t=O.25 in.
a=20 in.
b=lo in.
ei=o.350
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